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Call a separable, locally compact, locally countable, countably compact, noncompact space a 
van Douwen space. Let the remainder of such a space be its set of nonisolated points. We show 
that it is independent of ZFC that there are van Douwen spaces of cardinality c whose remainder 
is o-bounded. If we assume the consistency of a little more than a huge cardinal, we can remove 
the cardinality restriction, i.e., it is independent whether there are van Douwen spaces whose 
remainder is o-bounded. The proofs involve special kinds of P-ideals, and some results are shown 
about them and the dual P-filters. In particular: in the Laver and “dominating reals” models, 
every P-point is a T-point. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54D40, 54D30., 54D35, 54A35; 
secondary 54D45, 54A25 
o-bounded P-ideal K-minimax ideal 
A major unsolved problem in general topology is whether there is a separable, 
first countable, countably compact space that is not compact; or (since there are 
constructions under various set-theoretic hypotheses) whether it is consistent that 
every first countable, countably compact space is w-bounde,d. (Recall that a space 
is called o-bounded if every countable subset has compact closure.) Most published 
“consistent examples” of separable, first countable, countably compact noncompact 
spaces are, in addition, locally compact and locally countable. Van Douwen brought 
many of these examples under a systematic heading by showing that the hypothesis 
6 = c was enough to construct them. His insight was that “every first countable 
space of cardinality c satisfies wD [S, 12.21 and that Property wD was exactly 
what was needed to kee various Ostaszewski-style constructions oflocally countable 
spaces going. This is put to good use in [S, Examples 13.1 and Theorem 13.41. In 
recognition of this, we will refer to separable, locally compact, locally countable, 
co bly compact noncompa spaces as van Douwen spaces in this article. 
very simplicity of van ouwen’s construction tended to lea 
about finding out details about these = e constructions. ut in [ 173 it was shown 
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that they could be nonnormal, and recently [l] it was found that PFA (and some 
weakenings of PFA equiconsistent with ZFC) implied that they had to be nonnormal 
and contain copies of wl. One of the main results of this paper is that in Laver’s 
model for the Bore1 conjecture [131, their construction ends before stage c if the 
remainder (set of nonisolated points) is o-bounded. In other words, unless the 
remainder itself contains a separable, countably compact noncompact subspace, 
the example will be of cardinality cc, which in this model means it is of cardinality 
wl. The referee has pointed out that this is also true in the “dominating reals” 
models [2], and in Dordal’s factored Mathias forcing models [4], by an argument 
that we sketch here. We will also show how to construct examples of cardinality c 
with w-bounded remainder in ali other published models of 6 = c, except for some 
in which there is an inner model with measurable cardinals. For this we will use 
special kinds of P-ideals, which we will also study, especially in the last section. 
Other examples of remainders in various models, including the Laver model, will 
appear in [16]. 
Throughout his paper, “space” means “Hausdorfl space”. All examples will be 
locally compact, hence completely regular. The cardinal numbers b, d, p, s, and t 
are as in [S]; each will be characterized below. We write c for 2”. The notation 
A c * B means A\B is finite. 
ideals and unded remainders 
In this section we show how van Douwen spaces with w-bounded remainders 
produce certain special kinds of ideals, and how this places limitations on these 
spaces in certain models. These ideals are also studied for their own sake. 
1.1. on. A collection $ of subsets of o is called an ideal if it is closed under 
the taking of subsets and of finite unions. An ideal 6 is called a P-ideal if whenever 
%’ is a countable subcollection of 9, there exists A E 9 such that A c * C for all C E %. 
The dual concept of a (P-)ideal is a (P-)filter, i.e., J@ is a (P- )ideal iff its dual 
{w \A: A E 9) is a (P-)filter. A well-known kind of Milter is a P-point in o* = fiw - w. 
But there are examples not requiring special axioms beyond AC, including ones 
whose duals satisfy: 
nition. Let K be a cardinal number. A K-minimux ideal is an ideal 9 with 
K generators, uch that: 
if A C* B for all A E 3, then o\B is finite ($1 
and such that no subideal with fewer than K generators atisfies (8). An ideal is 
called minimax if it is K-minimax for some (obviously unique) K. 
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The number p can be defined as the least number of generators for an ideal 9 
satisfying (*) and containing no cofinite subsets of o. The usual definition [5! is 
dual. It can also, clearly, be defined as the least in4;aaite K for which tkre is a 
K -minimax ideal. 
An example of a minimax P-ideal is one generated by a rsrti@ete tower, i.e., a 
collection of subsets of w satisfying (*) and well order4 by c*. Complete towers 
exist in ZFC; in fact the cardinal t is the least ca:rdinality of a complete tower, so 
that t-minimax P-ideals exist. In Section 3 we will show how p-minimax P-ideals 
exist if p c Nut and also in any model aof involving large cardinals. It is not yet 
known whether they always exist, nor even whether “JB = t” is a theorem of ZFC 
The followin ; lemma gives another source of minimax P-ideals in some models: 
1.3. mma. If there is a van Douwen space X whose set of nonisolated points is 
o-bounded, and w is its set of isolated points, then the collection & of all subsets of 
w with compact closure is a 1X1-minimax P-ideal. 
roof. It is easy to see that 9x is an ideal. Let Y = X\o. Since each compact subset 
of Y is countable, the union of any countable collection of compact subsets of Y 
has compact closure. Accordingly, if (A,) is a sequence of members of JQ, let 
B,, = A, n Y, let K be the closure of U, B,, let U be an open neighborhood of M 
in X with compact closure, and let A = U n w. Then A, c* A for all n, because 
A,\A has no accumulation points. Also A E &. Thus & is a P-ideal. 
Now X is uncountable and can be covered by 1x1 open set- with compact closures. 
Of course, every member of .& has a finite cover by the members of such a collection, 
so that & has a set of 1x1 generators. On the other hand, the closures of a family 
9 of fewer than 1x1 members of 9x will leave some point y of Y uncovered, and 
if c is a sequence from o converging to y, then o-ran cr is infinite and “almost 
contains” each member of 9. Cl 
Lemma 1.3 can be generalized in several ways. It is easy to see, for example, that 
the proof goes through if we substitute the Lindeliif degree of X for its cardinality 
(note that these agree for locally countable spaces) and assume that X is a first 
countable, countably compact space, with a countable dense set of isolated points 
(still identified with o), such that X\w is locally compact, and has the property 
that every a-compact subset has compact closure. This last property clearly holds, 
for example, if X\w is locally separable and o-bounded. It is an unsolved problem 
whether it follows from first countability and w-boundedness. 
Our main concern from here on (except in Theorem 3.1) will be with b-minimax 
P-ideals. Unlike the case of p- and t-minimax P-ideals (see above) their existence 
has recently been shown to be ZFC-independent. They do not exist in Laver’s model 
for the Bore1 conjecture, as can be seen from the following results of the author 
and Alan Dow: 
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eorem [ 15, Theorem 3.3 +]. If there is a b-minimax P-ideal, then there is a 
w-space which is not a v-space. 
[6]. In Laver’s model, every w-space is a v-space. 
From Lemma 1.3 there follows: 
In Laver’s model of the Borei conjecture, if X is a van Douwen space 
whose set of nonisolated points is o-bounded, then 1X1= wl. 
roof. Laver’s model satisfies b = o2 = c. By separability and first countability, 
1x1~ c, and the rest follows from Lemma 1.3 and Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. 0 
The referee has pointed out that in each of the other models of c = w2 in which 
it is known that there is no complete tower of cofinality b (= c) the more general 
statement that there is no b-minimax P-ideal also holds. These are the “dominating 
reals” model of 123 and the factored Mathias forcing models of [4]. It is easy to 
see that any minimax P-ideal $ in the extension has the property that there is an 
intermediate model A, (which satisfies CH) such that & n A, is an w,-minimax 
P-ideal in A,. According to the referee, this P-ideal generates an w,-minimax 
P-ideal in the final model: the arguments in [2,4] in the special case where $ is a 
complete tower carry over to minimax P-ideals. Hence Corollary 1.6 carries over 
to these models. 
Since p = w1 in these models, Corollary 1.6 is not vacuous, because of: 
A [8,17]. Zfp = wl, then there is a van Douwen space whose remainder (set 
of nonisorlted points) is ltomeomorphic to wl. 
On the other hand, a complete towtr of cofinality b generates a b-minimax P-ideal, 
and they exist in most published models of set theory. Recall that b is the least 
cardinality of a <*-unbounded (“undominated”) family of functions from o to w, 
and d the least cardinality of a <*-cofinal (“dominating”) family. Here <* is the 
eventual domination order, i.e., f C* g iff there exists n such that f(k) <g(k) for 
all k > n. 
Now, in most models of set theory (we have listed essentially all the published 
exceptions !) there is a <*-unbounded family F of increasing functions from o to 
o which is <*-well ordered and not <*-cofinal. If there is such a family F9 there 
is one of order type b [5, 3.3 3. Now let g be an increasing function that is not <* 
any f E F, and let A, = {n E o: f (n) < g(n)}. The set of all A, is a complete tower. 
Such families F are known to exist under MA and also b = aI. 
In contrast o Corollary 1.6, there are van Douwen spaces of cardinality c in the 
Laver model and, indeed, any model of b = c. An example would be any space X 
that admits a quasi-perfect map onto the closed unit interval and is locally countable 
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[S, proof of 13.45 Note that in any such space, the set df nonisolated points fails 
to be o-bounded: no choice set from the family {f + {q): q E Q} can have compact 
closure, because the closure maps onto IO, 11. 
ining ex8 
In this section we will show that 6 = c implies there is a van Douwen space with 
w-bounded remainder in any model where c < N,, or the covering lemma over the 
core model holds. One ingredient is the existence of a locally countable, w-bounded 
space Y of cardinality c in these cases: see [lo], where locally countable, o-bounded 
spaces are called “splendid,” and the comments at the beginning of Section 3. Then, 
by the method outlined below, some noncompact clopen subspace 2 of Y can be 
attached to w whenever b=c to yield a van CGuwen space with w-bounded 
remainder. 
From Lemma 1.3 it follows that the space can be of cardinality 6 (= c) only if 
there is a b-minimax P-ideal. -tie will show that the condition is also sufficient if 
we also (necessarily !) assume there is a locally countable, o-bounded space of 
cardinality c. A lower Lound on the size of the space is provided by p: 
Theore [9]. Every separable, countably compact, noncompact regular space is of 
Lindeliif number ap. 
We can, if we wish, make the space of cardinality 3 t (Corollary 2.4 below) and 
in Laver’s model (and the others mentioned after Corollary 1.6) this is optimal by 
Corollary 1.6. 
The construction begins with a c*-ascending sequence (A,: a < w,) of subsets 
of w and attaches inductively a strictly ascending sequence (Ku : a C w,) of compact 
relatively open subsets of Y so as to make A, u K, = X, compact for each cy (see 
Lemma 2.1 below). Let X,, = U,,, X,, , with the topology whose base is all clopen 
subsets of some X=. Since X,, is uncountable, it cannot be embedded in a compact 
locally countable space. 
The following lemma gives the proper meaning to these attachments. 
2. ma. Let X be a locally compact, countable, noncompact space, with 2 a subset 
of its set of isolated points. Let K be a countable, compact space in which X\Z is 
embedded as an open subspace. Then there is a countable, compact space R such that 
X is dense and open in R, and R\Z is homeomorphic to K by a homeomorphism 
leaving the points of X fixed. 
Any countable, compact space embeds as a well-ordered subset in the Cantor 
set. So we assume K is such a subspac en since X\Z is open in K it is a union 
of disjoint relatively open intervals of some of which may be singletons. These 
in turn break up into a family $53 of compact, relatively open intervals. Note that 
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X\Z is closed in X, but not necessarily open, so that %? is a discrete fam: y of 
closed subsets of X. 
We expand each BE 3 to a compact open subset CS of X SO that (a) if X\Z is 
dense in K, then (CB: BE Se) is a partition of X, or (b) if X\Z is not dense in K, 
then U{ Cs: B E $3?} has infinite (necessarily closed discrete) complement in X. In 
case (a), 9 is infinite. In case (b), 98 may be finite, but then the part about the 
complement of U{ Cs: B E 3) b etng finite is automatic by noncompactness of X. 
So we can satisfy the conclusions of (a) and (b) by making a preliminary choice 
and either adding or subtracting one point from each member of an infinite discrete 
collection, if necessary. 
Let { %“)Z=, be a family of partitions of X into clopen sets, with %r the union of 
{ CB: B E 3) with tke set of all singletons in the complement of U{ Ce: B E 3). Also 
make %fl+l refine %‘n for all n and % = UF=, %” a base for X. Also require that, if 
C E %‘,, is infinite, then C n (X\i; is ;~III interval of X\Z, and all members of %‘“+r 
contained in %’ are infinite unless C 17 (X\Z) is a singleton {x}. In this last case, 
if x is nonisolated in X, then C\(x) is a sequence converging in X to x. ‘IO it we 
associate a sequence a, in the Cantor set converging up to x, each term of the 
sequence greater than the immediate predecessor of x in K - C, unless we already 
defined a, at an earlier step. 
In this way we extend the insertion of K in the Cantor set to an injection f of 
U{C,: BE 3) u K into the Cantor set whose restriction to lJ{C*: BE 9) is an 
embedding. 
Because of the well-ordering of K, each relatively isolated point of X\Z becomes 
the sole nonisolated point of the member of some %,, containing it, so that if X\Z 
is dense in K, we let P = K u 2 with the topology making f an embedding. 
If X\Z is not dense in K, we associate to each isolated point k of K not in X 
a sequence ak in the Cantor set converging up to it, with all terms above the 
immediate predecessor f k in K ; and then we extend f to a function g with domain 
K u 2 by bijectively associating the points of X\U{ CB: B E 93) to the union of the 
ranges of the sequences (z ko because X\Z is open in K, the restriction of g to X 
is an ei&bedding, and we let R = K UZ with the topology making g an 
c:;itedding. 0 
Because of the homeomorphism, we can identify R\Z as a set with K (as we 
did in the proof we chose above) and the topologies are then identified also. The 
whole process will be called “attaching K to 2” and also “attaching K to X” 
below. We will essentially be tearing countable, clopen (hence compact) chunks off 
Y at each stage of the induction and attaching them to the space constructed up 
to that point, so that the remainder can be identified with a subspace of Y 
ewe = c, and there is a locally ctiuntable, o-bounded space Y of cardinal- 
ity c, then there is a van Douwen space with o-bounded remainder homeomorphic to 
a clopen subspace of Y. 
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It is easy to see that Y is locally compact, and that every countable subset 
contained in a countable clopen subset: its closure is compact, and has a 
finite cover by compact open countable sets. 
In the case where c = ol, we can easily write Y as an ascending union of compact, 
countable, clopen sets, (C, : Q! < ml). We can also define a c *-ascending collection 
of subsets of o, (Aa: Q! C cq), such that every infinite subset of o meets ome A, in 
an infinite set. Now we can attach C, to A, by induction so that C, u A, is a 
compact space and is clopen in each C,, u A,,, y > a, as explained earlier. 
For the remainder of the proof we assume c > ol. 
Now let (A,: 6 < c) list all infinite subsets of w, and let (De: c < c) list all compact 
clopen (countable) subsets of Y, with each one listed c times. Assume X6 has been 
defined, with X,\w an open subspace of Y. If A( u (De n X,) has ccuntable noncom- 
pact closure C, in X,, let K, be a compact open subset of Y which contains Cs\w 
and meets the complement of X,. This is possible because very countable subset 
of Y is contained in a (countable) compact open subset. If the closure of A, u 
(D, n X,) in X6 is either compact or uncountable, let X,,, = X,. 
Now K, n X, and X,\(& u m) are disjoint closed subsets of X,, the first of which 
is cour.table, so by IX41 < 6 we can put them into disjoint open subsets Us and V 
of X, [S, 12.2) and may assume (for the purpose of Theorem 2.3) that if A, has 
countable noncompact closure in X,, then U, meets A, in an infinite set. (We can 
subtract off any set of points of A, from V and still obtain an open set containing 
X,\(K, u 4) 
Of course, U, is countable, and can be compactified by attaching the rest of K4 
to it as in Lemma 2.1. We set X = U,, 2 = U, n w, K = #z, and R = U, u KS. We 
let X,,, = X, u Ke with the topology whose base is all open subsets of R together 
with all open subsets of X,. Because of the way this attachment goes, the relative 
topology on X,, ,\w as a subspace of X6+, is the same as its relative topology as a 
subspace of Y. In particu’ , every countable subset has countable closure. 
If 6 is a limit ordin ha dnd X, has been defined for all q c 6, then we let 
X, = U{X,,: 7 < 5) with the topology whose base is the set of all open subsets of 
the earlier X,. 
And so the show goes on-but it may stop before stage b (= c) with every subset 
of w having a limit point. 
Let X = Xc. If X # X, for any 6 < c, then all A, have been given limit points and 
each countable subset of X\W has been put into a compact subset of vilriue of being 
the subset of some L),nX,. So X is countably compact and X\w is w-bounded. 
If X = X, for some 6 c c, then every infinite subset cF w has bpen given a limit 
point in X,. If X\W is not w-bounded, then there is a ccuz;abk subset C whose 
closure is noncompact. But C is contained in a countable, relatively clopen subset 
K of X\w. Using 1x1~ s above, we can put and X\,(K u w) into disjoint 
clopen sets U and V of But then U is counta and noncompact, and U n w 
has an infinite subset with no accumulation point, a contradiction. 
Since X\o is countably compact, it is closed in Y, and it is obviously o 
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The construction can be modified to make 4x = {A c o : A is compact} asubideal 
of any minimax P-ideal: 
If b = e, and there is a locally countable, o-bounded space Y of cardinal- 
ity c, then for any minimax P-ideal 9 containing (n) for all n E CO, there is a van 
Douwen space X with w-bounded remainder homeomorphic to a clopen subspace of Y, 
and with Jpx c 3. 
f. The proof is as for Theorem 2.2, except hat we let (A, : a < c) (or (A, : a < 
wl+wl) in case c = 0,) list all infinite members of 3. We also require that, for all 
5, V, c* A for some A E 3. Since the sets & n X, are countable, this can be ensured 
by induction: if each point of X, has a countable clopen nbhd whose trace on w 
is contained in some member of .$, so will each countable closed subset of X,, 
because 9 is a P-ideal. In the final space X, every infinite subset of o has a limit 
point: becaclse of (*) in Definition 1.2, it must meet some A, in an infinite set and 
hence contain some A,, which in turn has a limit point in X,,, . The remainder is 
o-bounded as before, so X will be countably compact. If A c w has compact closure, 
it has a finite cover by clopen sets of the form UE u K6 and {n}, and so it is in 9. 0 
. Corollary. If b = c, and there is a locally countable, w-bounded space of cardinality 
c, then for any ideal 9 generated by a complete tower 9, there is a van Douwen space 
with w-bounded remainder of cardinality 2 the cofinality of 9 (hence at). 
f. We use Theorem 2.3, and the fact that 9 is K-minimax for K = cf Z Since 
no subideal generated by fewer elements is minimax, 1x13 K by Lemma 1.3. Cl 
Finally, we have necessary and sufficient conditions: 
Assume b = c. The following are equivalent. 
(A) There is a van Douwen space of cardinality c whose set of nonisolated points 
is o-bounded. 
( B) There is a locally countable, o-bounded space of cardinality c, and a b-minimax 
P-ideal. 
(A) implies (B) by Lemma 1.3. Conversely, given a b-minimax P-ideal 3, 
we use Theorem 2.3. Since n ubideal generated by fewer than elements can be 
minimax, X is of cardinality = c because of Lemma 1.3. 0 
This method may not work if b < c because countable compactness cannot be 
guaranteed in fewer than c steps; the members of 9 may be “too large” to have 
countable closures after a while, as in the case where 9 is generated by a complete 
> wl. It is here that we find the “no man’s land” of [ 14, Section 71, 
e none of the known ways of producing separable, first countable, countably 
act spaces works. 
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As indicated earlier, the first part of (B) is extremely weak, its negation requiring 
the consistency of measurable cardinals. However, if one assumes the consistency 
of a 2-huge cardinal, then it is consistent that all locally compact, locally countable, 
w-bounded spaces are of cardinality less than NU, and 6 can be “arbitrarily large”; 
at the same time, we can also force MA to hold. See [ 141 for a more detailed outline 
of this possibility, and [12] for the proofs. In such model:, the van Douwen 
construction must stop before stage H, if one desires an w-bounded remainder. If
one also has p> N,, as in the MA models, then no construction can have an 
o-bounded remainder, by Theorem B cited above. Thus if one is willing to assume 
the consistency of some huge cardinals, the statement “no van Douwen space can 
have o-bounds 3 remainder” becomes independent of b = c. On the other hand, 
there is Theorem 2.2, whose hypothesis holds unless there is an inner model with 
measurable cardinals. 
ideals and lters 
In this section, we prove some results about p and P-points under weak set- 
theoretic hypotheses, and show that in the Laver, etc. models, every P-point is a 
T-point. 
The set of all countably infinite subsets of a set A will be denoted, as usual, [A]“. 
Its cofinality, denoted cf[A J”, is the least cardinality of a c-cofinal subset. An easy 
induction shows that cf[wJO = o, for all finite n. If K is not of countable cofinality, 
then the covering lemma over the core model implies cf[K]O = K [14]. This axiom 
can replace “K~ = K” in the construction of “arbitrarily large” locally countable, 
o-bounded spaces in [lo]. The other hypothesis used there, Cl, for cardinals that 
ure of countable cofinality, also follows from the covering lemma over the core 
model [7]. 
Thus the hypothesis in Theorem 3.1 below holds if either p < K, or there is no 
inner model with measurable cardinals (or, of course, if p = c). The proof makes 
use of the following fact, implicit in the proof of Ketonen’s theorem [19, p. 401, 
which was brought to my attention by van Douwen. 
ewe If d is a base for a filter on w with IdI < d, then for each countable 
93 c d, theie is an infinite subset C of w that meets each member of Se in an infinite 
set, such that C c* B for all B E 3. 
If cqp]" = then there is a p-minimax P-Jilter. 
If = t, this follows from the existence of t-minimax P-ideals. So we assume 
t, whence p < d also. Dualizing a comment after Definition 1.2, P is the least 
finite cardinal K for which there is a K-minimax filter. Let J& = ( 
base for such a filter. Let {B,: a < 
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a subset of o such that AL t* A: for all 5 E &, and such that AL meets every 
member of the filterbase generated by J&U (A;: p c cu) in an infinite set. 
Continuing in this way, we define Ja, = {Af : ar <p) for all 5~ ol. The transition 
from Sa, to s4,+, is like the one from & to &, , while at limit ordinals y we let 
SQY = U{&: 5 c y}. Since p is of uncountable cofinality, I&,1 =p for all 6~ ol. 
It is easy to see that da, is a se for a f-filter satisfying the dual of (*) in 
Definition 2.2. By the subsequent aracterization of p, it is 
lem. Can the set-theoretic hy thesis in Theorem 3.1 be dropped? It obviously 
canifp=t. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 e s to a variety of contexts. For instance, if 
cf[ K]” = K < t& then every filter base of cardinality SK extends to a P-filter 
with a base of cardinality SK. at we do not seem to have control over is 
K-IllinimaXity. Even if we start out with a K-minimax filter, do we wind up with a 
K -minimax P-filter? Also, of course, we are unable to take care of filters with bases 
of cardinality %l by this technique, so that in models of b = d we fall short of 
b-minimaxity. 
Our final construction will be a bit specialized, but at least it does not have these 
drawbacks. 
3.2. nition. Let K be an infinite cardinal. A point q E CO* is a pseudo-P,-point if 
every intersection of fewer than K (w.1.o.g. clopen) neighborhoods of q has nonempty 
interior. 
Looking at q as an ultrafilter on w, this definition says that no collection of fewer 
than K members of q can satisfy the dual of (*) in Definition 1.2. 
In Definition 3.2, q need not itse in the interior: that would give the definition 
of a P,-point. A standard pair of about o* can be phrased: every point is a 
pseudo-P,,-point [20, Corollary 3.2 , but not every point is a P&-point [20,4.31], 
that is, a P-point. 
3.3. 8. Le? K 6 C SatiSfy cf[ K]O = K. If there is a pseudo-P,-point q that is a 
P-point but not a pseudo-&+-point, then there is a wminimax P-filter contained in q. 
roof. Let (AZ: cr < K) be a family of clopen neighbcrhoods of q whose intersection 
s empty interior. Then the family Q: a < K) satisfies the dual of (*) in 
Definition 1.2. Now we use the techni e proof of Theorem 3.1 to construct 
a base for a P-filter extending it, g the fact that q is a P-point to find A; E q 
every time, instead of Theorem C. e P-filter will be K-minimax because q is a 
pseudo-P, -point. 0 
Of course, the case K = 1 interest. In a forthcoming paper, it will be 
shown how pseudo-P*+-points have I strong influence on the structure of w* and 
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“0. They are comparative rarities, only recently constructed [3]. So the final clause 
in Lemma 3.3, with K = b, is not very demanding. In fact, we can d’o without it in 
a way: 
jf cf[b]” = and there is a pseudo-t)b-point that is a P-point, then 
imax P-idea 
this follows from the existence of a <*-unbounded, <*-well-ordered 
family of increasi functions of order type 6 (see end of Section l), which cannot 
be <*-cofinal. If d this follows from Lemma 3.3 and the fact that there is no 
such thing as a pseudo-P,+-point: for this we use the inequality s d [S] and the 
following lemma. 0 
a. if 1 o’:ere is a pseudo &point, then K d s. 
roof. Recall that a family 9’ of subsets of w is said to be splitting if, for each 
infinite A c co, there exists S E Y which splits A, i.e., A A S and A\S are both infinite. 
By definition, s is the least cardinality of a splitting fa.mily of subsets of w. Let q 
be a pseudo-P,-point, and let & be a family of fewer than K subsets of o. For each 
AE~,letA’EqbesuchthateitherA’cAorA’nA=(d.LetBc*A’forallAEc9P. 
Then B is not split by any member of &. Cl 
. A point q of w * is a T-point if there is a chain of clopen sets 
containing q whose intersection has empty interior. 
For information on T-points and the hypothesis in the following corollary, see 
WI- 
3.7. corollas. Assume c = w2. If there is a P-point that is not a T-point, then there 
is a b-minimax P-ideal, and a van Douwen space of cardinality b whose set of nonisolated 
points is w-bounded. 
Suppose 6 = c, and let q be a P-point that is not a T-point. Of course, no 
point of w * is a pseudo- P,+-point. At the same time, the intersection of any family 
of o1 clopen neighborhoods of q must have nonempty interior, otherwise we could 
take a family ( Ca : a! < w,) of cjopen sets containing q whose intersection isnowhere 
dense, and then replace it usi g tramfinite induction to get a family (Dz: ar < W) 
of clopen sets such that q~ Dz c CQ and 0: c n{Dz: p < a} for all a! < wl. But 
this would make 4 a T-point. 77~s q is a pseudo-Pb-point and the first conclusion 
follows from Corollary 3.4 and the remark following Lemma 3.5, the second from 
Theorem 2.5. 
If 6 = ol, then p = t = w1 and the first conclusion follows the existence of a 
t-minimax P-ideal, the second from Theorem A. El 
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Irr Laver’s model, every P-point is a T-point. 
Of course, Corollary 3.8 extends to the other models mentioned after Corollary 
1.6. There are P-points in these models by Ketone& theorem [ 19, p. 401. In [ 151 
it will be shown that there are no pseudo-P+ -points in Laver’s model. I do not know 
whether xery point of w* is a T-point in Laver’s model, or the other two. 
rd. A preliminary version of this paper was completed two days before the 
deati of van Douwen. I had been looking forward to seeing him at the STACY 
Conference and asking him (among other things) whethei fe knew of a published 
proof of Lemma 2.1. I was always impressed by his knowledge of the mathematical 
literature. 
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